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Japanese Art in Beirut
A unique Art is brought to us this December, 2013, by Japanese 
Artist, Kiyoko Minami, Flower Art Painter presenting her work 
and skills at Four Seasons Hotel Beirut.

The renowned Flower Atelier based in Japan is delighted to announce “The Japanese Art Exhibition” by Kiyoko 
Minami, Japanese Flower Painting Artist from Osaka. The exhibition will be hold under the Patronage of the 
Japanese Embassy in Lebanon.

Place：the Promenade Room of Four Seasons Hotel Beirut 
Date： 22(Sun), Dec, 1:00 pm to 7:00 pm
            25 (Wed), Dec, 1:00 pm to 7:00 pm

More than quarter of a century has passed since her dedication to the Japanese Art Painting.
From Childhood, she has been a passionate lover of flowers and after having travelled around the world, she 
decided to find a way to express her identity as a Japanese. 
She mastered many arts and different flower methods, and at some point of her life, she encountered a method 
called “Ippitsugaki (one-line drawing), which is a very simple, sensitive and beautiful way of drawing.

The exhibition features her signature Wall Roll, Folding Screen, Frames and Boxes. Her recent art work will be 
introduced to Beirut with the use of the famous cedar wood from Kyoto, which achieved a reputable success in 
Osaka and Kyoto exhibitions.In addition to art paintings, she draws beautiful motifs on clothes and fabrics by 
using the Yuzen method for Kimono belt, that will also be displayed during the exhibition for sale. 

Thanks to the opportunity given this time, we are honored to hold the exhibition in Lebanon, where many beautiful 
people exist, who understand the beauty of the Japanese art.
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< Folding screen >

<Wall roll >                                                                        < Framework>

< Paulownia box>                                                                        <Yuzen Modern Fashion>
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